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With ShoulderWing System

 

GC240/05

8 Clever solutions for truly easy ironing
With unique ShoulderWing System

The ironing board plays an important role in the ironing experience. The new Philips ironing board GC240/05

has thought about every detail to make your ironing truly easy. The board includes 8 clever solutions that solve

all ironing hassle.

Fast ironing

Smoother gliding with multi-layered board cover

Iron more in one go: XL board shape

Convenient ironing

Keep the cord out of the way: special cord holder

Hang garments after ironing: convenient hanging rail

Keep your belongings close: unique storage basket

Safe ironing

Perfect combination with steam generators: XL iron tray

Designed for safety: child and transport lock

Extra stability: Double leg construction with anti-slip feet



Ironing board GC240/05

Highlights

Multi-layered board cover

The board cover is made of 100% cotton and is

supported by foam and felt layers. This

combination provides a comfortable and

smooth ironing surface.

XL board shape

Iron more in one go with Philips XL board

shape (120 x 45cm). It is also ideal for ironing

big items such as bed lines and table cloths.

Special cord holder

Use the cord holder to keep the cord or the

steam hose out of the way. The cord holder

pole elevates the cord so that it does not touch

the garment while ironing, eliminating new

creases on the already ironed parts.

Convenient hanging rail

No need to look for a place around you to hang

your freshly ironed shirts. You can hang

garments directly after ironing on the

convenient hanging rail.

XL iron tray

The stable and extra-large iron tray is perfect

for steam generators. It is also heat resistant

and can be safely used with steam irons.

Child and transport lock

Child and transport lock prevents accidental

collapsing of the board while ironing and also

keeps the board closed during storage.

Double leg construction

The ironing board is supported by double leg

construction with anti-slip feet caps that

provides extra stability.

Philips Green Logo

Philips Green Products can reduce costs,

energy consumption and CO2 emissions. How?

They offer a significant environmental

improvement in one or more of the Philips

Green Focal Areas – Energy efficiency,

Packaging, Hazardous substances, Weight,

Recycling and disposal and Lifetime reliability.
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Specifications

Fast and convenient ironing

ShoulderWing System

Cable/hose holder

Shirt hanging rail

Height adjustment: 70 - 94 cm

Height setting: 6 setting(s)

Suitable for: Steam generator irons, Steam

irons

Safe ironing

Anti-slip, protective feet cap

Child lock

Transport lock

Design features

Ironing surface: Perforated metal

Legs: Powder coated solid metal

Board cover

Top layer: 100% Cotton

Second layer: Foam

Third layer: Felt

Technical specifications

Product dimensions: 160 x 50 x 12 cm

Board dimensions: 120 x 45 cm

Weight of board: 8.8 kg
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